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MONTREAL INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL FOR CHILDREN UNVEILS 2019 WINNERS 

 
 
MONTREAL, Monday, March 11, 2019 - The Montreal International Children's Film Festival (FIFEM) 
is pleased to announce the winners of its 22nd edition. The festival closed yesterday and the 
professional jury and children have unveiled their prizes. 
 
 
The Children's Jury, composed of five eleven year old kids Olivia Hart, Juliette Lambert, Zaccaria 
Broomhall Bedont, David Nolween Torres Perez, and Charlotte Lavaill-Pelchat presented the 
Montreal Grand Prize, to the Japanese feature film TOFU by Mitsuo Kurotsuchi. Members of the jury 
were keen to emphasize the beautiful transmission of Japanese culture, the documentary treatment 
of the careful manufacture of tofu, the endearing interpretation of the master of tofu and the grandiose 
landscapes. 
 
In addition, the Children's Jury wished to give a Special mention to the Belgian film BINTI by 
Frederike Migom, since it is a dynamic film, which deals with an interesting and very current issue. 
 
Finally, the Children's Jury awarded the Best Short Film Award to the American film TWO 
BALLOONS by Mark Smith. They especially appreciated the puppets and the beautiful scenery, the 
beautiful story that makes us experience several emotions and the master of the animation technique. 
 
In addition, the Children's Jury wanted to give a Special mention to Abel Goldfarb's Argentine short 
film IAN for his very original 3D animation technique and his touching and universal story on the 
acceptance of difference. 
 
The Professional jury, which includes actress Élisabeth Locas, director Alexandra Guité, 
screenwriter Benjamin Alix, director of the New Caledonia Festival Première Session in New 
Caledonia, and director of the Schlingel Festival in Germany, Michael Harbauer, awarded the 
Montreal Grand Prize, to the Belgian film BINTI  by Frederike Migom. The film, presented in world 
premiere, seduced the jury by its fundamental and very current subject that it is necessary to 
approach with the children, by the main message which is not to let fear guide our lives, because the 
young female character is a strong model for young people and because it is the director’s first 
feature film and the jury want to encourage this emerging talent. 
 
As for the INIS Prize, awarded for innovation and originality to a feature film of the Official 
Competition, the winner is the Polish filmmaker Jacek Piotr Blawut Polish for THE DAY OF 
CHOCOLATE. The jury appreciated the high quality of the photography and the mastery of the 
directing, the magical realism that neatly recounts important moments of transition of the childhood 
and because it dares to treat the mourning and the importance of the anchoring of life. 
 

Présentateur officiel 



 
The Russian film TWEET-TWEET by Zhanna Bekmambetova was crowned Best Short Film by the 
Professional Jury for the different layers that are superimposed in this film and for the inventive 
illustration of the passage of time. 
 
 
The Audience Award, given to the film that garners the most votes from the public  among all feature 
films in all sections, has been awarded to the Chinese film YOU WILL NEVER WALK ALONE by 
director Xu Geng. 
 
The organizers of the Festival wanted to emphasize that this year, two films have attracted the 
attention of the public and only a few dozen votes separated them. The second most popular film of 
the public is therefore INVISIBLE SUE by the German director Markus Dietrich who received the 
Maple Syrup Award! 
 
 
For more information: https://fifem.com  
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